Facilities Related

1. What are the issue return policies of ECE labs?
Ans- ECE labs have a well-designed set of policies for issue return of the lab resources.
There is a specific issue- return time for all the students, which is available on the lab's
notice board. To know more contact the respective engineer.
2. Where can I find multimeters/sensors/wire strippers/resources for my course project?
Ans- You can get these resources from either of the Basic electronics Lab or the Circuit
and Innovation Lab. Please contact the respective research engineer.
3. What are the guidelines for students and rules & policies that need to be followed?
Ans- ECE labs have a well-designed set of rules and policies. Students have to follow
the guidelines strictly, failure of which may result in a huge penalty. You may find the
guidelines in the ‘Policies & Guidelines’ section, also they are available on the notice
board of ECE Labs.
4. What type of safety precautions are taken for an emergency exit?
Ans- There is an ample number of signages all around the lab premises to guide
everyone in case of emergency. You may find the relevant information at the "notice
board".
5. Is there any first aid box in the lab.
Ans- Yes, all ECE labs have a first aid box.
6. Where can I find the inventory list of ECE labs?
Ans- The inventory list is available on the respective labs' webpage on IIIT-D website.
7. I have a complaint. Who should be contacted?
Ans- Please write to ecelab@iiitd.ac.in. You will be assisted soon.
8. What are the Lab Facilities?
Ans. Other than common facilities, like course conduction and inventory support, we
have several initiatives to enhance the support to IIIT-Delhi family. These extended
facilities include 24x7 access to labs, issue/return of resources, 24x7 access to
instruments, virtual labs, fabrication facilities, research assistance, etc. For more details,
please check the labs' notice board.

